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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This memorandum report is a summary of the research results of the NRL base-funded project, ’Adver-
sarial Online Learning,’ which was funded from FY2017 through FY2020. The principal objective was to
research and demonstrate the security vulnerabilities of online machine learning algorithms, supported by
game-theoretical analysis and computational methods for exploitation and counter-measures.
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ADVERSARIAL ONLINE LEARNING

1. OBJECTIVE

Our objective in the Adversarial Online Learning project was to research and demonstrate the security
vulnerabilities of online machine learning algorithms, supported by game-theoretical analysis and compu-
tational methods for exploitation and counter-measures. Artificial intelligence and machine learning algo-
rithms are very frequently modeled as the solution to an objective function having a single defined objective,
suggesting an unintelligent adversary. Adversarial environments imply multiple intelligent agents with com-
peting objectives, necessitating a more complex approach, which is what we seek.

2. BACKGROUND/MOTIVATION

The Naval R&D Framework includes machine learning and reasoning algorithms as intelligence enablers
for autonomy and unmanned systems. This research combines learning with reasoning to mitigate deceptive
manipulation of data by an adversary seeking to influence the predictions of online learning algorithms
designed to protect our assets. In addition, to achieve information dominance, future systems must include
the capability to utilize and manipulate the adversary’s data and protect the integrity of our data. This
research has defensive as well as offensive uses in information dominance.

The U.S. Navy Information Dominance Roadmap forecasts the future operating environment to be
highly contested and information intensive. It mandates the rapid analysis and intelligence regarding our
adversaries. Algorithms for detecting adversaries are improving and becoming increasingly dynamic. How-
ever, the algorithms do not “know” when, and how, to hide their vulnerabilities through deception or to
hedge their predictions against the deceptive manipulation of data, which are the goals of this research.

The Quadrennial Defense Reviews and the National Defense Strategy have increasingly stressed the
importance of cyberspace to the nation’s security and the risks of potential adversaries probing our critical
infrastructures. The mitigation of cyber risks requires the development of innovative operational concepts
to confound adversary strategies that include deception.

3. TECHNICAL APPROACH

Our technical approach is based on a game-theoretical computational framework where we consider the 
problem of adversarial machine learning as a game between a machine learning algorithm called the learner 
or defender versus an adversary or attacker.

Background on Adversarial Machine Learning. Our research mainly considered supervised machine 
learning algorithms. In supervised machine learning, the learner is provided with a set of examples called 
the training set. Each example in the training set can be looked upon as a mapping from a set of input
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variables or features to an output variable called a label or category. The learner’s objective is to learn this
mapping by observing the examples (input and output pairs) in the training set. Post-training, the learner
uses its learned mapping to predict the label of an input, called a query, whose output or label was not
provided to the learner. In other words, a machine learning algorithm enables the learner to automatically
determine the output of a query. As an example, if the learner is an automated email spam filter, the query
to the learner could be the text of an email message while the learner outputs whether the mail is spam
or not. Adversarial machine learning adds another level of complexity to the aforementioned machine
learning problem: an adversary provides dubious queries to the learner by imperceptibly modifying valid
queries to misguide the learner’s output. For instance, a spammer could change a few characters in a valid
hyperlink inside a legitimate email message and redirect the hyperlink to a malicious site, making the email
a harmful or spam email. But the learner could interpret the incorrect hyperlink as a typographical error and
categorize the modified email as non-spam. Similar activities by an adversary to slightly modify legitimate
software executable files could convert benign software into malware that can bypass an automated malware
detector and seriously compromise a protected computer system. Clearly, in adversarial machine learning,
a learner has two objectives: its primary objective to learn the function underlying valid training examples,
and, additionally, to learn to identify and correctly categorize queries sent by an adversary. In the rest of this
report, we have used the terms learner and defender, and, attacker and adversary, interchangeably, depending
of the context of the discussion.

Our technical approach modeled the interaction between the learner and adversary as a 2-player game.
For this, the learner built a model of the adversary’s behavior from past interactions with the adversary.
The learner then engaged in multiple interactions called games with the adversary’s model to elicit different
attack tactics from the adversary and determine commensurate responses. For example, for our automated
spam detector learner example, the learner received queries as different modifications to email texts sent
by the adversary’s model. The learner then calculated appropriate responses to correctly categorize both
adversarial emails as well as legitimate emails from a non-adversary. We considered three main directions
within our learner versus adversary game framework, as described below:

1. MACHINE PROBING: We focused on two issues: (1) how to find blind spots in a learner in order to
manipulate predictions, and, (2) how to probe a learner to divulge information about its predictability
for evasion purposes. This type of interaction corresponded to exploratory attacks which sought to
gain information about a learner (e.g., its bias, its features, or its training data).

2. MACHINE TEACHING: The main issue here was how to poison a learner to make inaccurate predic-
tions in as few attempts as possible. This type of interaction corresponded to causative attacks directly
influencing a learner through its training data. Machine teaching was considered as an inverse problem
to machine learning by mapping a target model to a set of examples.

3. COUNTER-MEASURES: This aspect of the research addressed the vulnerabilities elicited from ma-
chine probing and machine teaching. We worked to develop a meta-learner as a wrapper to a learner
that would weigh the learner’s actions against an adaptive adversary that dynamically evolved its tac-
tics in response to the learner’s predictions. For each aspect of the game, probing or teaching, we set
up a game between the adversary and the learner where the adversary’s actions were manipulations of
the data while the learner’s actions were which strategy to use in order to either make a prediction or
to ingest the data. The payoffs were the risks of misclassification and costs of feature evaluation for
the learner versus the costs of modifying the data for the adversary. We based our evaluation on the
difference in performance with a non-adversary-aware learner.
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In summary, our technical approach was at the intersection of machine learning and computational game
theory. The research involved the analysis and development of attacker versus defender games for machine
probing where an adversary sought to evade or learn information about the machine learning algorithm used
by a learner, machine teaching where an adversary sought to actively modify the machine learning algorithm
used by a learner, and counter-measures, where the learner learned to respond strategically to the machine
probing and machine teaching related actions of an adversary.

4. RESULTS

We have summarized the major results and outcomes from the project by fiscal year, as described below:

4.1 FY17

In the first year of the project, we investigated competing generative and discriminative machine learn-
ing (ML) models with an application to cyber-security. We developed a deep learning-based ML model
utilizing the Character Level Convolution Neural Network (CharCNN) [1] for classifying email text data
as spam or non-spam, and validated the ML model using the Kaggle email and Enron email data sets
(https://www.kaggle.com/venky73/spam-mails-dataset, https://www.kaggle.com/wanderfj/enron-spam). We
also published a preliminary game theory based framework in [2] for enabling an ML-based classifier to
predict whether a query received by it is legitimate or a probing attack from an adversary.

We supervised the high school senior capstone project of Landon Chu, a student at Thomas Jefferson
High School for Science and Technology. The project involved implementing an algorithm for generating
perturbed instances from clean instances of image data using the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [3].
The technique was validated for generating perturbed images of handwritten digits taken from the MIST
data set [4].

4.2 FY18

During the second year of the project, we mainly focused on developing ML techniques for modeling
an adversary’s strategies for generating adversarial data. Recent surveys on state-of-the-art cyber-security
techniques had shown that email text and network packets were frequently used by attackers to bypass cyber-
defenses like email spam filters or malware detectors [5, 6]. Based on this observation, we primarily used
character-string data such as text data in emails and posts on social media, and network traffic data as the
main data modality for our research.

As our first task, we developed an algorithm for generating adversarial text data. We implemented
a slightly modified version of the algorithm by Liang et al, [7] for minimally perturbing a instance of text
data to generate an adversarial instance. The original algorithm by Liang et al.. was designed to strategically
determine which and how many characters to change in a given clean text instance so that the altered text
is classified with a different label than the clean text, by an ML model that has been pre-trained to classify
text data. We slightly modified the algorithm so that the number of characters to be perturbed in the clean
text could be specified as an input parameter to the algorithm. This allowed us to model adversaries that
use different amounts of perturbation or perturbation strengths, commensurate with their capabilities (e.g.,
available budget, computation resources, etc.) to generate adversarial data from clean data.
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Next, we investigated the problem of generating adversarial data when the adversary has limited budget.
Knowledge of the parameters and hyperparameters of the ML model used for classifying queries is a crucial
factor for an adversary to generate successful evasion attacks. This knowledge was usually obtained by the
adversary by probing the classifier via sending queries and observing the output or prediction made by the
classifier. Existing literature mainly considered two extremes of the knowledge of the ML model parameters
available to an adversary: white box, where the adversary has complete knowledge, and black box, where
the adversary has no knowledge. White box attacks usually require a large budget of the adversary to send
several probes, while black box attacks assume that the adversary has no budget to send probes and obtain
knowledge of the ML model parameters. However, in many real-life situations, an adversary might have
a limited budget and can afford to send a few probes to obtain a partial knowledge of the ML model pa-
rameters. We investigated this scenario of a limited-budget adversary called a gray-box technique [8]. We
evaluated our proposed gray box technique with a deep learning based text classifier while perturbing text
data from an open source movie reviews data set called DBPedia (https://wiki.dbpedia.org/datasets). Our
results showed that our proposed gray box technique enabled an adversary with limited budget to success-
fully generate adversarial text data while expending lower costs than that required by a white box technique
but with more effectiveness in terms of misguiding a classifier than a black box technique.

The final research problem we investigated this year was to determine efficient vector representations
or embeddings for text data, as an efficient data representation would enable the defender’s classifier to
quickly compute a query’s category or label while reducing errors. Most existing techniques for generating
embeddings of text data encode text either at the character level or at the word level. Both these repre-
sentations had certain shortcoming: character level representation leads to very large vector representations
consuming space and requiring more computation time, while word level representation leads to inefficient
vector representations for less frequent words or no representation of previously unseen words, resulting
in inaccurate vector math calculations while generating adversarial instances from clean instances of text.
We developed a hybrid word-character embedding where an adaptive parameter called attention was used to
dynamically determine whether a character level or word level encoding will be used to determine the vector
representation of each word in a piece of text [9]. The technique was evaluated on an open source data set
of examination answers written by students in English, called Cambridge Learner Corpus - First Certificate
in English (CLC-FCE) data set (https://ilexir.co.uk/datasets/index.html). Our results showed that when an
ML classifier used hybrid word-char representation instead of word-only or character-only representations,
the classifier’s accuracy on adversarial text data improved consistently.

We also organized and chaired a symposium titled “Adversary-Aware Learning Techniques and Trends in
Cybersecurity”, as part of the AAAI 2018 Fall Symposium Series in Arlington, VA. The symposium featured
two keynote speeches by eminent researchers in the field of AI and cyber security, and ten peer-reviewed
research papers on adversarial learning. We published the online symposium proceedings in ”Proceedings
of the AAAI Symposium on Adversary-Aware Learning Techniques and Trends in Cybersecurity (ALEC
2018)”, October 2018 [10].

4.3 FY19

During this year our research focused on integrating game theory with ML to develop counter-measures
or defenses against adversarial attacks on ML models. Our main contribution this year was to develop a
new game theory-based framework and algorithm called Repeated Bayesian Sequential Game (RBSG). The
technique enabled a learner using a classifier-based automated prediction mechanism to reduce its classi-
fication costs without compromising the quality of the classification in the presence of adversarial input.
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RBSG combined a stochastic tree search algorithm called combined Monte-Carlo tree search (MCTS) that
efficiently explored the game tree of the game between the learner and the adversary, with bandit algorithms
with opponent modeling. The RBSG algorithm then determined the utilities of each possible ’move’ or
action of the learner and the adversary and recommended the best possible action (in other words, action
with maximum expected utility) to the learner. We developed a formal, mathematical model of the problem
including a characterization of strategies that can be used by the defender and adversary, a game theory
based technique called self-play that enables a defender to build an accurate model of the adversary’s behav-
ior, a Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)-based algorithm that uses the self-play adversary model to enable
the defender to quickly explore possible strategies and the RBSG algorithm that enables the defender to
calculate strategic responses like the Nash equilibrium strategy to respond effectively to adversary attacks.
We validated our proposed techniques for predicting labels of text data in the presence of an adversary that
strategically modifies the text data, while using open source text data sets collected for Amazon product
reviews, Yelp business reviews and email messages. Our results showed that we are able to reduce classi-
fication costs by 30− 40% without deteriorating the classifier’s performance metrics such as accuracy and
precision.

The RBSG technique appeared to have a high potential of being valuable to the Navy and DoD as it
could reduce operational costs in critical applications such as cyber-security, missile detection, radar and
other signal analysis techniques, that rely on classification of incoming data and could be susceptible to
adversarial attacks. We submitted an invention disclosure for a potential application for a U.S. patent for the
RBSG technique via the NRL patent handling office. We also started exploring a CRADA with a company
called Varonis towards potential commercialization of the RBSG technique on cyber-security products.

During this year, we also published a thorough survey of game theory based adversarial learning tech-
niques for cyber security tasks [11]. In the survey, we categorized relevant techniques as zero-sum versus
general sum games between an attacker and a defender. We proposed a novel classification for the sur-
veyed techniques using different categories such as initial information available to the defender about the
adversary, the model built by the defender to represent the adversary’s attacks and the application domain
that the techniques were validated in. The survey culminated with a discussion of several open issues in
cyber-security problems relevant for further investigation using adversarial machine learning techniques.

Finally, we proposed a project for the FY21 6.1 base program titled “Game Theoretic Machine Learning
for Defense Applications,” that expanded on the results in this report using reinforcement learning and game
theory based techniques to build effective defenses in attacker versus defender scenarios.

4.4 FY20

During FY20, our research focused mainly along two directions: investigating techniques to improve
the computation within the RBSG technique, and, evaluating the application of RBSG to cyber-security
relevant scenarios. Under the first direction, we developed a technique based on a recently proposed, game
theory-based concept called safety value [12] for calculating the defender’s strategy. In contrast to Nash
equilibrium based computation in the original RBSG technique which assumed that the attacker always
makes a rational decision while choosing its strategy optimally (i.e., the attacker chooses a strategy that
maximizes its utility), the safety value approach assumes that the attacker might occasionally deviate from
optimal play, and, enables the defender to predict and exploit the attacker’s deviation to improve the de-
fender’s performance (reduce the defender’s classifier’s operational costs). We implemented a safety value
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approach called Restricted Stackelberg Response with Safety (RSRS) and integrated it with the RBSG al-
gorithm. Preliminary results of the RSRS algorithm showed a 5−10% improvement in the defender’s costs
in comparisons to costs using Nash equilibrium-based calculations inside RBSG.

For the second direction, we investigated techniques to generate adversarial instances of malware data
and build ML models for classifying adversarial malware data. Generating adversarial malware data re-
quires creating malicious software executable files from clean or properly functioning software executable
files. One of the main challenges in this problem is that commensurate techniques for generating adversarial
data from clean data for image and text modality cannot be directly adapted to software executable files,
as perturbing binary data within executable files using image or text data perturbation techniques might de-
stroy the functionality of the executable files and render them non-functioning. We based our research on
the MalGAN [13] technique and performed preliminary experiments on the EMBER [14] and Kaggle Mal-
ware data sets (https://www.kaggle.com/c/malware-classification/data). Our preliminary results suggested
comparable performance of our approach with results reported in [13].

We also started research on a suitable technique for formally representing defender versus attacker in-
teractions in cyber-security scenarios such as network intrusion detection. Specifically, we investigated a
formal mathematical model called attack graph game [15, 16]. In attack graph games the attacker attacks
networked assets in a sequential manner while the defender’s objective is to predict the attacker’s future
attack locations and safeguard them. We started developing a reinforcement learning-based algorithm inte-
grated with game theoretic concepts like Nash equilibrium to determine suitable strategies for the defender
within the attack graph game framework while responding intelligently to previously unseen attacks, stealth
and deception by the attacker. The implementation and evaluation of this algorithm for network intrusion
detection scenarios is currently ongoing.

We had several publications with our research findings of the RBSG technique including a poster at
the DoD AI/ML Technical Exchange Meeting [17], a paper at a non-archival workshop [18] on AI for
Cyber-Security (co-located with AAAI 2020), and a slightly extended version of the workshop paper in
a peer-reviewed, archival conference called FLAIRS (Florida AI Research Society) conference [19]. We
also published an extended abstract and presented our research on this topic by invitation at the INFORMS
(Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences) 2020 annual meeting [20]. Our invention
disclosure of the RBSG technique submitted in FY19 was approved by the NRL review panel in July 2020
for getting a patent application.

We edited a book titled “Adversary Aware Learning Techniques and Trends in Cyber-Security,” [21] in
the cross-cutting fields of artificial intelligence, machine learning and cyber security. The book consisted of
ten chapters written by eminent researchers in AI/ML and cyber-security and spans diverse, yet inter-related
topics including game playing AI and game theory as defenses against attacks on AI/ML systems, methods
for effectively addressing vulnerabilities of AI/ML operating in large, distributed environments like Internet
of Things (IoT) with diverse data modalities, and, techniques to enable AI/ML systems to intelligently
interact with humans that could be malicious adversaries and/or benign teammates.

We contributed a chapter to the above book titled “Rethinking Intelligent Behavior as Competitive
Games for Handling Adversarial Challenges to Machine Learning,” [22] where we described how adversar-
ial machine learning necessitates revisiting conventional machine learning paradigms and how adversarial
learning manifests intelligent behavior. We posit that developing resistance to attacks from adversaries can
be modeled as competitive, multi-player games comprising strategic interactions between different players
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with contradictory and competing objectives. Exploring further, we discuss relevant features of different
multi-player gaming environments that are being investigated as research platforms for addressing open
problems and challenges towards developing artificial intelligence algorithms that are capable of super hu-
man intelligence.

Continuing this direction, the final research topic we investigated in the project was how to develop
intelligent capabilities via machine learning techniques to develop resistance to attacks from an adversary
within complex interaction scenarios such as those presented in real-time strategic multi-player games like
StarCraft-II [23]. We developed a reinforcement learning based algorithm that enables a defender to intel-
ligently learn to game-play tactics including when and how many game units to deploy, what configuration
to deploy game units in, etc., to strategically defeat a more powerful adversary. We presented our research
findings as a poster at the 2020 DoD AI/ML Technical Interchange Meeting held virtually [24], where we
showed that a strategy that is automatically learned by the defender using reinforcement learning can out-
perform heuristics-based strategies that are hand-coded by human experts. We are currently continuing this
direction of research while extending it to more complex attacker-defender type interaction scenarios.

5. ASSOCIATIONS AND OUTPUTS

5.1 Associated with Other Base Program Projects

This project, “Adversarial Online Learning,” was initially proposed by Dr. Myriam Abramson (de-
ceased) as a successor to “Behavioral Web Analytics.” During the course of this project, an FY21 new start
proposal, “Game Theory Based Machine Learning for Defense Applications,” was made and awarded.

5.2 Publications

We have published two posters [17] [24], four symposium and workshop papers [2] [9] [8] [18], one
conference paper [19], one book chapter [22], one magazine article [11], one invited abstract [20]; edited
one online proceedings [10] and one book [21] as direct outputs from the project.

We also organized and chaired a symposium titled “Adversary-Aware Learning Techniques and Trends in
Cybersecurity”, as part of the AAAI 2018 Fall Symposium Series, and a panel titled ”Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning in Joint All-Domain Command and Control, and, Multi-Domain Operations”, as part
of the AAAI 2020 Fall Symposium Series.

5.3 Patent

U.S. Patent Application (provisional): Prithviraj Dasgupta and Joseph B. Collins: “System and Method
for Improving Classification Costs in Adversarial Machine Learning”. Attorney Docket No: 112566-US1
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